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Regina Lewis has conducted thousands of on-air interviews and has appeared on every 

major TV network, as well as TV & radio affiliates nationwide.  She is currently the host 

of USA TODAY’s “Money Quick Tips” and regularly covers top economic headlines for 

MSNBC on weekends.   

 

Regina is also a sought-after presentation and media trainer with an emphasis on 

individualized solutions to cultivate personal brands for top executives, authors and 

thought-leaders in parallel with communications objectives.  She has personally served 

as an “expert” national spokesperson for AOL, Bank of America, Amazon and Microsoft 

and this first-hand experience shapes her pragmatic coaching style and conversational, 

suggested talking points which are provided as part of all her training sessions. 

 

Her current client training roster includes executives in health/wellness, 

technology, defense, real estate, advertising and education. She's been, and 

continues to be, at the side of notable CEOs/business leaders in important, high-

profile moments (e.g., CNBC appearances, key speeches, board & all-hands 



employee meetings, crisis scenarios, etc.).  She has also led brand awareness, 

marketing and public relations programs with an emphasis on generating 

meaningful, measurable consumer response and has conducted group training 

sessions for top performers in multiple organizations. 

 

 

A former CNN Financial News Network (CNNfn) anchor, Regina understands how to 

bring important consumer information to the forefront.  Her approachable demeanor 

and modern sensibility makes her a regular guest on a wide range of national network 

and cable programs, including “The View” and Fox News Channel.  The mother of three 

children, she’s also hosted “Parent Sense” for public television, along with her own 

show,“Tech Out My House” on HGTV’s DIY Network.  Most recently she served as a 

producer, writer and reporter for the Emmy nominated “My Generation” which airs on 

PBS.  

 

Her television work is complemented by real-life experience, consulting work and 

writing.  Regina has written a daily personal finance column for the Huffington Post 

with some of her stories receiving nearly ½ million page views and hundreds of 

comments  (Sample: Why Grocery Shopping May Never Be the Same).  Her USA Today 

franchise can be found here: USA Today Host, Regina Lewis.  She’s also known for 

authoring the best-selling book “Wired in a Week.” 

  

Ms. Lewis studied Economics and English Writing at Lehigh University and currently 

has her own LLC with a network of highly specialized freelancers to help scale 

her thriving practice.  She has attended Harvard Business School (HBS) Executive 

Education Program. 

 

Click to view a compilation reel and recent Regina appearance: 

Regina Lewis Business News    

CBS/Sept 30  -- Five Surprising Economic Signs 

http://www.dailyfinance.com/2011/06/06/why-grocery-shopping-may-never-be-the-same/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/personalfinance/2013/01/02/money-quick-tips-career-jobs/1768579/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6APhWPZIt-g
http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=7382957n&tag=contentMain%3BcontentBody

